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2001 CAA Schedule 

Monday, January 8 

CAA General Membership Meet-

ing at 8 p.m. in the Cleveland 

Metroparks Rocky River Nature Cen-

ter.  Geoffrey Landis, from the NASA 

Glenn Research Center, will be the 

featured speaker.  His presentation will 

discuss the Mars Pathfinder Mission 

and other upcoming missions.  Mr. 

Landis also recently authored and re-

leased the Sci-Fi novel “Mars Cross-

ings”.  He will have copies available 

for purchase and will also sign copies 

of his book. 

Monday, January 29 

CAA Board Meeting at 7 p.m. at 

Cupachino’s Café.  Cupachino’s Café 

is located at the intersection of Clague 

Road and Lorain Road in North Olm-

sted.  

Monday, February 12 

CAA General Membership Meet-

ing at 8 p.m. in the Cleveland 

Metroparks Rocky River Nature Cen-

ter.  Program to be announced. 

Monday, February 26 

CAA Board Meeting at 7 p.m. at 

Cupachino’s Café.  Cupachino’s Café 

is located at the intersection of Clague 

Road and Lorain Road in North Olm-

sted.  

Monday, March 12 

CAA General Membership Meet-

ing at 8 p.m. in the Cleveland 

Metroparks Rocky River Nature Cen-

ter.  Program to be announced. 

Monday, March 26 

CAA Board Meeting at 7 p.m. at 

Cupachino’s Café.  Cupachino’s Café 

is located at the intersection of Clague 

Road and Lorain Road in North Olm-

sted.  

Saturday, July 21 

CAA OTAA Convention at the 

CAA Observatory in Letha House 

park. 

 

Sky Events for January 2001 

 

Wednesday, January 3 

Quadrantid meteor shower peaks. 

Friday, January 5 

The moon passes 2° south of Sat-

urn, 8 p.m. EST. 

Saturday, January 6 

The moon passes 3° south of Jupi-

ter, 9 a.m. EST. 

Tuesday, January 9 

Total lunar eclipse. 

Saturday, January 13 

Mercury passes 2° south of Nep-

tune, noon EST. 

Wednesday, January 17 

Venus is at greatest eastern elon-

gation (47°), 1 a.m. EST. 

The moon passes 4° north of 

Mars, 3 p.m. EST. 

Saturday, January 20 

The moon passes 0.7° north of 

Ceres, 11 p.m. EST. 

Monday, January 22 

Mercury passes 0.4° south of 

Uranus, 1 p.m. EST. 

Thursday, January 25 

Jupiter is stationary, 10 a.m. EST. 

Saturn is stationary, 11 a.m. EST. 

The moon passes 3° degrees south 

of Mercury, 10 p.m. EST. 

Neptune is in conjunction with the 

sun, 11 p.m. EST. 

Saturday, January 27 

The moon passes 0.8° north of 

Vesta, 6 a.m. EST. 

 Sunday, January 28 

Mercury is at greatest eastern 

elongation (18°), 8 a.m. EST. 

The moon passes 6° south of Ve-

nus, 9 a.m. EST. 

 

Sky Events for February 2001 

Friday, February 2 

The moon passes 2° south of Sat-

urn, 5 a.m. EST. 

The moon passes 3° south of Jupi-

ter, 5 p.m. EST.  
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Friday, February 9 

Uranus is in conjunction with the 

sun, 7 a.m. EST. 

  Monday, February 12 

Mercury is in inferior conjunction, 

7 p.m. EST. 

Thursday, February 15 

The moon passes 3° north of 

Mars, 5 a.m. EST. 

Sunday, February 18 

The moon passes 0.5° north of 

Ceres, 2 a.m. EST. 

Tuesday, February 20 

The moon passes 2° south of Nep-

tune, 6 p.m. EST. 

Wednesday, February 21 

The moon passes 6° south of 

Mercury, 11 a.m. EST. 

Venus is at greatest brilliancy 

(magnitude –4.6), 8 p.m. EST. 

Saturday, February 24 

The moon passes 0.2° north of 

Vesta, 2 p.m. EST. 

Sunday, February 25 

The moon passes 1° south of 

Juno, noon EST. 

Monday, February 26 

The moon passes 11° south of 

Venus, 3 a.m. EST. 

 

 

Club News / Stories 

Treasurer’s Report         

November 26, 2000 

Bank Account Balance: $2221.42 

Cash on Hand: $126.81 

Total Assets (approx.): $2348.23 

 

Art Nenadal, Treasurer 

Editor’s Note:  There was no De-

cember Board meeting, so this is the 

most recent Treasurer’s Report avail-

able.  I will have an updated Treas-

urer’s Report next month. 

Jeff Lewis, Secretary and Editor  

Astro Calendars by Guy 

Ottowell of Furman Uni-

versity will be available at 

the January meeting 

Tom Miller has 15 Astro Calen-

dars by Guy Ottowell of Furman Uni-

versity for $21 each (his cost).  They 

will be available at the January meet-

ing. 

Looking Up                       

By Charles Grace 

AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT 

SPEED:  Light tears ahead at a 

mind-boggling 186,000 miles per 

SECOND in a vacuum.  It’s almost as 

fast in air, and about two-thirds that 

fast in glass. 

LENSES:  Because of the differ-

ence in speeds, light is refracted if it 

strikes a glass-to-air interface at any 

angle other than straight on.  A lens 

works because the interface is curved.  

The part of the wave front that arrives 

at the glass first, starts traveling at the 

lower speed earlier, so the light 

changes direction.  (Picture a big fam-

ily walking abreast and marching di-

agonally into a very muddy field.)  

The refractive index of a medium is 

inverse to the speed of light in it. 

FASTER ?:  Is anything faster 

than light?  Einstein said that as a body 

is accelerated its mass increases, and 

that it would increase toward infinite 

mass if its speed could approach that 

of light.  That means that the force that 

would be required to accelerate a mass 

to the speed of light would be infinite; 

it’s unlikely that any mass goes that 

fast.  Nevertheless, one Case WRU 

cosmologist points out:  “We know 

that many things in the universe are 

receding, and if something were to 

recede faster than the speed of light we 

would never be able to see it, and 

wouldn’t know anything about it.”  I 

wouldn’t bet the farm on anything’s 

being that fast. 

RELATIVITY:  The speed of 

light is independent of the velocity of 

the observer, so there can’t be any 

relative motion between an observer 

and a light beam.  That’s tantalizingly 

hard to picture.  It is the basis of the 

theory of relativity. 

DUALITY:  As most people 

know, light has a schizophrenic nature, 

sometimes acting like waves and 

sometimes like particles.  Reflection, 

refraction, interference, and polariza-

tion of light can be explained best in 

terms of wave motion.  But when light 

interacts with matter, involving ab-

sorption and emission, it behaves more 

like particles. 

FIELDS:  Light waves need both 

electric and magnetic fields to travel, 

just as surely as a person needs both 

diet and exercise to lose weight. 

GRAVITATIONAL LENSES:  

Gravitational lensing of light is af-

fected by the curvature of space near a 

mass.  A gravitational field bends 

light, so a smoothly distributed con-

centration of mass such as a galaxy or 

cluster of galaxies can focus light rays 

as a glass lens does.  Einstein and 

Lodge wrote about that idea theoreti-

cally in 1919, but the first known 

gravitational lens was not observed 

astronomically until 1979.  That would 

be a good subject for another column. 

Christmas Eclipse Makes 

Surprise Appearance in 

Cleveland                          

by Jeff Lewis 

I hope you all had a chance to see 

the partial solar eclipse on Christmas 

day.  I thought the prospects of seeing 

this eclipse from Cleveland in late 

December were pretty slim, being that 

December is one of Cleveland’s 

cloudiest months. 

Anyway, the sun does shine once 

in a while during winter in Cleveland.  

Partly cloudy skies (and freezing tem-

peratures) greeted me as I started to 

watch the eclipse unfold around 11 

a.m.  Dodging the clouds for several 

hours, I was able to see the eclipse in 

its entirety.  Maximum coverage oc-

curred around 12:30 p.m. and I had a 

good view of this for several minutes.  

I don’t have a solar filter for my tele-

scope, so I used my special “sun 

shades” to view the eclipse.  The  

views through my special “sun shades” 

were outstanding.  It was definitely an 

awesome sight. 

We lucked out and the weather 

cooperated for this.  The next day was 

wall to wall clouds, or as Mike Wil-

liams puts it:  “a good view of the 
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Cleveland Nebula.”  So goes winter in 

Cleveland.          

 

Upcoming Astronomical Events 

Frontiers of Astronomy 

Lecture Series 

Thursday, March 22, 2001 at 8 

p.m. at the Cleveland Museum of 

Natural History in Murch Auditorium. 

“The Sloan Digital Sky Survey” 

will be presented by Dr. Robert Nichol 

from Carnegie Mellon University. 

Dr. Robert Nichol, a professor in 

the physics department at Carnegie 

Mellon University, explains the Sloan 

Digital Sky Survey, one of the most 

ambitious astronomical projects under 

way to date.  Using a dedicated tele-

scope in New Mexico, the SDSS will 

map the local universe in exquisite 

detail.  The SDSS represents one of 

the cornerstones of the “National Vir-

tual Observatory,” but it is also a 

prime example of one of astronomy’s 

biggest practical problems:  the “data 

flood.”  Nichol presents early results 

from the SDSS and insights into how 

astronomers are trying to avoid being 

swept away by the data they generate. 

This is the fourth of five free pub-

lic lectures in the Frontiers of Astron-

omy series.  This free lecture series 

sponsored by the Museum, Case 

Western Reserve University and The 

Cleveland Astronomical Society offers 

those with a serious interest in astron-

omy the chance to learn about some of 

the latest research in the field.  No 

tickets or reservations are required.  

On clear evenings, the Museum’s ob-

servatory will be open following the 

lectures. 

For more information or to re-

ceive a brochure listing all speakers, 

call (216) 231-4600, ext. 253 or 362.  

Explorer Lecture Series at 

the Cleveland Museum of 

Natural History 

Friday, March 16, 2001 at 7:30 

p.m.  An Uncommon End:  Presented 

by Dr. Peter Ward, a professor in the 

geological sciences department and 

astrobiology program and curator of 

paleontology at the University of 

Washington in Seattle. 

Guests can stroll through the gal-

leries, meet and greet speakers and 

curators, participate in book signings, 

shop in the Ark in the Park Museum 

Store and more.  Museum doors open 

at 5:30 p.m.  Free parking. 

Individual tickets are $8 per per-

son.  Light dinners are available only 

with pre-paid advance orders.  Mu-

seum members receive a discount on 

individual tickets.  Wine, beer, soda, 

coffee, pastries, and assorted cheese, 

vegetable and fruit plates will also be 

available for purchase the night of the 

event.  To charge tickets and dinners, 

call the Museum’s box office at (216) 

231-1177 or 800-317-9155, ext. 279. 

 

Other News / Stories 

The passing of Roger Tut-

hill 

The following is an excerpt from 

an email letter by Barry Malpas that 

was forwarded to me on December 20, 

2000 by Gus Waffen: 

Dear Fellow Amateur Astrono-

mers, 

I received notice yesterday, from 

his wife Nancy, that Roger W. Tuthill 

passed away on Friday afternoon after 

being ill for several weeks. 

Roger was a long-time member 

and supporter for many years of Ama-

teur Astronomer's, Inc., Stellafane, as 

well as the United Astronomy Clubs of 

NJ, and many other astronomy organi-

zations and endeavors. He is well 

known for his eclipse chasing from the 

early 1970s where he had seen first-

hand about 18 total solar eclipses. He 

was also well known world-wide for 

his innovative astronomical products. 

He was an "Astronomical", as well as 

a good, friend to so many of us. He 

will be missed. 

A service will be held on Dec. 29 

at 1 pm at Memorial Funeral Home, 

155 South Avenue, Fanwood, NJ.  

(Phone is 908-322-4350.  The cross 

streets are Martine Ave and Terrill 

Road on the north side of the street.)  

Donations may be made to First 

Church of Christ, Scientist, Westfield 

in lieu of flowers. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Malpas 

UACNJ Obs. Chairman 

The Nathan and Fannye 

Shafran Planetarium at the 

Cleveland Museum of 

Natural History – A De-

scription of the Interior 

and Exterior 

The Cleveland Museum of Natu-

ral History Press Release, September 

2000 

INTERIOR 

Entering Spaceway, the star 

chamber entrance walkway, is the first 

step to an adventure of astronomical 

proportions for both students and the 

public.  The darkened corridor will be 

illuminated with thousands of stars 

that can be seen in every direction.  

The illusion, using fiber optics and 

mirrors, will give guests a feeling of 

being suspended somewhere in the 

universe.  Completing the illusion are 

space sounds. 

Next are The Star Dome exhibits 

that will enhance students’ and visi-

tors’ understanding of astronomy and 

observing objects in the universe.  To 

appreciate how far we have come, one 

exhibit focuses on antique astronomi-

cal and navigational instruments from 

the Museum’s collection.  Another 

exhibit, which is a video station, show-

cases the Museum’s Ralph Meuller 

Observatory and highlights objects 

that can be seen through its 10 ½” 

refracting telescope.  Video images 

include the Sun, Jupiter, Saturn, and 

Venus, multiple stars, and most 

prominently, Moon imagery at various 

phases.  Another exhibit explains the 

phases of the Moon.  Additional sta-

tions, several of which are interactive, 

focus on the Earth and Sun, gravity on 

other planets and a NASA spacecraft 

flyover of Venus. 

The Museum’s historic Star Dome 

is the primary focus of this new gal-

lery.  (The 16’ wide, one ton solid 

copper dome is perforated with holes 

through which are placed fiber optics, 

providing the illusion of a starlit sky.)  
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At the Star Dome control station, stu-

dents and visitors can choose sky dis-

plays of stars according to the months 

of the year.  The current Ralph Muel-

ler planetarium theater will be trans-

formed into a gallery for permanent 

exhibitions and programming.  (The 

Museum opened the first Ohio plane-

tarium, the Hanna Star Dome, at its 

former Euclid Avenue site in 1936 and 

moved it to cap the lobby of the Ralph 

Mueller Planetarium when the Mu-

seum moved to its University Circle 

location in 1959.) 

When students and visitors enter 

The Nathan and Fannye Shafran 

Planetarium, they will find comfort-

able, theater-style seating for an audi-

ence of 85.  The Skymaster ZKP3/S 

projector system, produced by German 

optical firm Zeiss, Inc., will be the 

centerpiece of the facility.  It is capa-

ble of displaying 6,000+ stars and dim 

celestial objects actually visible 

through binoculars.  It also produces 

the motions and appearances of the 

visible planets (Mercury, Venus, Mars, 

Jupiter, and Saturn) in the night sky.  

Other projectors on the main planetar-

ium instrument illustrate constellation 

outlines and the major sky coordinate 

systems that are fundamental to educa-

tional workshops and classes for stu-

dents and adults. 

The second major projection sys-

tem is the Skyvision system manufac-

tured by Sky Skan Inc. of Nashua, 

New Hampshire.  (The Museum will 

be the only planetarium in Ohio, Indi-

ana, or Michigan with this system.)  

The projectors in this system accu-

rately reproduce video imagery on the 

planetarium dome.  To experience the 

environment in space, guests will be 

taken to the surface of Jupiter’s 

moons, the docking area of an interna-

tional space station and to distant gal-

axies.  The theater also will be 

equipped with a wide variety of spe-

cial effects projectors to simulate ce-

lestial phenomena.  In addition, the 

theater will be linked to the Internet 

and satellite broadcast systems so that 

real-time images acquired by NASA 

through spacecraft missions and the 

Hubble Telescope will be presented 

when new discoveries are announced. 

EXTERIOR 

van Dijk Pace Westlake Archi-

tects of Cleveland has designed the 

outside of The Nathan and Fannye 

Shafran Planetarium to look like and 

function as an astronomical instru-

ment.  It will be built on the east side 

of the Museum.  “Steggie,” the Mu-

seum’s beloved 8’ tall, outdoor Stego-

saurus sculpture, will be moved to a 

similar location on the other side of 

the Museum. 

The building housing the new 

planetarium will be 60’ tall and cone-

shaped with a chamfered roof that will 

slope upward 41 ½° to Polaris, the 

North Star.  Sighting markers in the 

new arrival plaza will assist students 

and visitors in locating the star.  Once 

Polaris is found, most people can lo-

cate the other major constellations.  

The new facility will also cast a 

shadow.  The Museum plans to place 

monuments in the ground to mark the 

farthest extension of the shadow at 

noon on December 21, the winter sol-

stice, and June 21, the summer sol-

stice.  These two points will allow 

guests to determine the apparent 

movement of the Sun between its two 

extreme positions in the sky.  To fur-

ther enhance the planetarium as an 

instrument, a large sun-dial will be 

placed in the front entry plaza so that 

visitors also can orient themselves to 

the Sun’s daily variations. 

The facility’s outer surface and 

roof will be covered with bronze-

colored, stainless steel plates.  Gilbane 

Building Company is representing the 

Museum as the Project Manager, 

which includes overseeing construc-

tion. 

Note From The Desk of 

The Editor  

I am always looking for articles 

for The Observer.  If there are any 

aspiring authors out there who want to 

contribute an article, share a story or   

observation, etc. please do so, and I 

will include it in the next edition.  Re-

member, this is your newsletter, and 

participation from the general mem-

bership can only make the newsletter 

better.  Please send articles, sugges-

tions, and/or  comments to: 

Jeff Lewis 

5623 Allendale Drive 

North Olmsted, OH 44070-4622 

Or you can send them via e-mail 

to bruise@ameritech.net. 

Thanks and Clear Skies! 

 

 

    

  

 

 

 

 

 


